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PATRON-AGE IN ENGLISH LITERA"^URE
TO CL08E OF EIGHTEENTH CENTURY
INTRODUCTION:
I. Patronage of the Arts:
A. Meaning
B. Origin
C. Influence
II. Patronage of English Literature:
-A. Meaning
B. Origin
C. Significance
1. Private Patronage
(a) Hampering of individuality
and freedoiri of expression.
Nevertheless:
(b) Genius developed that world
Tvould not otherwise have
known.
3. Royal and Government Patronage
(a) Effect upon amount of writ-
ings produced,
(to) Effect upon subject-matter
of literature.
(c) Effect upon style of litera-
tur a
.
III. Questions to be Considered:
A. Has Patronage of English Literature
been an advantage or a disadvantage?
B. What writers and writings of note
has it brought to light?
C. How has it modified and been modified
by the great historical and literary
movem.ents of the times?
D. How and in what directions has literary
Patronage developed in England since
its beginnings?
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THEFITS PROPER
I , King' s Poets.
A. Anglo-Saxon Scop- let forerunner of later
Poet Laureate.
1. Example in "Lament of Deor."
3. Example in "BeOTVulf."
B. Gleeman (later)-Had no official status, "but
wandered about and sang "before kings.
C. Minstrel in King's Court.
1. Example in Minstrel of William the Con-
queror.
3. From William's reign, such an officer
always found in English Court.
D. Court the Centre of Literari?- Activity.
1, Begsn in reign of Henry II. Arthurian
Legend commenced, revolving around
court, the source of its appreciation
and reward,
3. TroulDadour became strong influence,
E. Royal Poet . -Appointed first by Richard I.
F. Versificator Regis
1. Appointed first by Henry III. First to
hold this office: Kenri d'Avranches,
who celebrated in Latin verse achieve-
ments of king. Given lifetime grant of
monev and wine. Appointment ridiculed.
3. As troubadour life declined, office fell
into abeyance.
II, Court Patronage of English Language:
A. Official recognition of English as language
of court, Parliament, and Courts of Law, in
reign of Edward III, 1363. Results:
1. Rapid enrichment of Engligh vocabulary.
3. Wycliffe's translation of portion of
Bible into English,
III, Traditional Laureates:
A. John Gower- "Confessio Amantis" written at
request of king.
B. Chaucer- Political importance in court
closely connected with role as poet. For-
tune varied with politics. Granted a pension,
C. Lydgate- Commissioned by Henry V and Henry VI,
with pension. Engaged to compose verses for
pageant in honor of entry of Queen Margaret
into London, 1445.
D. John Skelton- University of Oxford Laureate.
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E. Bernard Andreas- Poet in Court of Henry VII.
Title mentioned by King, but not conferred.
Was also appointed Royal Historiographer,
and wrote history of king's reign.
F. Multitude of Elizabethan poets sought pre-
ferment by addressing eulogies to Queen,
G. Tradition that Spenser and Daniel had official
title of Laur'iate, not true to fact. Spenser
wrote, The Shepherd's Calendar and The Faerie
Queen with Elizabeth and her court as theme.
Was disappointed at reception of work by
Queen. Received but sirall pension,
H. 16th Century Drama- Controlled by court and
schools. Later, professional dramatic corripan-
ies performed under patronage of great nobles.
I. Ben Jonson- First man generally designated as
Laureate. Lost court favor.
J. Daven^nt- Wrote under protection of Elizabeth.
K. Disappearance of the office with fall of
monarchy. Davenant made unsuccessful attempt
to assume office.
IV. Official Poets Laureate:
A. Dryden- Appointed by Charles II. Office made
permanent.
1. Combined offices of laureate and histor-
iographer.
3. Interpreted political events in "Absalom .
and Achitophel" and "The Medal,"
3. Poems typical of the laureate function:
(a) Threnodia Augustalia, -funeral Pin-
daric poem on death of Charles II.
(b) Brittannia Rediviva, -poem on birth
of the Prince.
B. Thomas Shadwell- Appointed after Revolution
had d eprived Dryden of office.
1. With his death, laureateship became sepa-
rated from office of historiographer.
C. Nahum Tate- With his tenure of office, laur-
eateship declined, poet being now appointed
by Lord Chamberlain.
D. ?Iicholas Rowe- Short tenure, and unimportant.
E. Rev. Laurence Eusden.
F. Colley Cibber.
G. William Whitehead.
H. Rev. Thom:is Wharton.
T. Henry James Pye.
J. Robert Southey.
K. William Wordsworth.
L. Tennyson.
GO?TSLUSION:
Summary of Development of Patronage to 1800.
Answers to Questions stated in Introduction.
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PATROMGi: n ENGLISH LITERATURE
TO CLOSE OF EIGHTEEItTH CENTURY
INTRODUCTION:
The human element in literature is its vital ele-
ment. Any serious student of literature must discover,
in even a cursory reading of its history and of the more
important writirgs of its chief exponents, that the rela-
tion between literature and life has been, through all the
ages, a reciprocal relation. It is universally conceded
that the great writings of the world have been an almost
overpowering factor in shaping and moulding human thought
and life. It is eqvially true that the events and tenden-
cies of nations have mioulded the world's literature, so
much so that the writings of any particular era or of an^*-
individual poet are a product, not alore of genius, but of
the great forces, hum.an and materisil, which were then at
work among men.
Although literature is said to be the true expres-
eion of the thought of the world, it has not always been
the true expression of the thought of its producers. Men
have been unable to give free and unlimited utterance to
their minds, often because of pressure brought to bear up-
on them, by other minle, often because of the power of pre-
vailing public and private opinion, often because of their
necessary dependence for livelihood upon men of different
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ideas fron- their own. It is this constant and increasing
controlling of writers and writings by outside forces
which the student of literature cannot fail to note, and
which has come to be termed "the patronage of li tera,ture, "
How potent a force it has been in the evolution of liter-
ature in England, we shall here seek to discover.
To trace the origin of patronage in literature to
its earliest source is perhaps impossible, for it is appPvr-
ently as old as poetry itself. The early wreathes of laur-
el placed by the Greeks and Romans upon the heads of vic-
tors, military and literary, signified the placing of pub-
lic approval upon works of merit. The early annals of
these people prove that this custom was in existence as
la,te as the reign of Theodosius, but that it was abolished
by him as savoring of paganism. When the Barbarians over-
spread Euroj^e, few men merited such a distinction, and per-
haps fewer could have read their works. But about Pet-
rarch's time poetry resum.ed its former lustre. He was pub-
licly honored with a laurel croTsm, In the thirteenth cen-
tury the establishment of the Bachelor and Doctor degrees
were fixed in European (including English) universities.
Those students worthy of distinction received, by this es-
tablishm.ent , the "laurel" of Bachelor or Doctor, the con-
ferring of the honor being accorpanied by formal and ele-b-
orate ceremonies. To these cerem.onies may be attributed
the revival, later in England's history, of the custom, of
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choosing an individual poet for special honor and privi-
lege.
Patronage of literature has been both private
and public, many writers subsisting entirely on benefits
granted by private citizens who, because of admiration
for them or love of learning, elected to lend their sup-
port; many others receiving their living from the Gov-
ernment in recognition of merit or in return for liter-
ary services. Without even an examination of the facts,
one knows that such a situation would have both good and
evil effects upon the literature produced. The frequent
official recognition of literary men would naturally fall
into a meanin£;le88 routine, so that often those receiving
support would not be those most deserving, "^he individual
freedom and spontaneity of writers thus honored would be
checked by their obligations to the tenets and pre;judices
of their patrons, and by fear of the results of disfa-vcr.
On the other hand, few writers were wealthy men, the auth-
or's profession was not a lucr'^tive one, men of real gen-
ius often found difficulty in gaining public notice, so
that by the support of interested individuals and of the
Court, genius was given a chance to develop that the world
m.ight not otherwise have known. The lending of Govern-
mjent support to literary activity gave a great impetus to
writing, placing as it did unquestioned recognition upon
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the national importance of roetic literature.
The effect of patronage upon the amount of writ-
ing produced is thus seen to be marked. Those writers re-
ceiving or desiring patronage were limited in their choice
of subjects, as well as in their treatment of these sub-
jects, by the prevailing doctrines and principles of the
ruling party or of their particular supporters. When de-
mands were made u^on them, they must produce, regardless
of their own mood or opinion. Thus insincerity crept in.
The style of literature, no lees than its subject matter,
felt the controlling hand of the patron. Public and priv-
ate taste would of course govern the pen of many a genius
who, freed from such restraint, would have been able to
give to the world the guiding light of a creative spirit.
Even the casual student, ther-efore, cannot but
see, closely woven into the fabric of literary history,
the continuous thread of literary patronage. His con-
jectures, stated above, as to the significance of this
thread in the pattern as a whole may or may not be substan-
tiated by fact. It will be the purpose of this ^aper to
make a study of the facts in the case, and to let them
speak,- to examine events and movements in England from
the beginnings of literary activity to the close of the
eighteenth century, especially, and to discover, if pos-
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sible, ho'v English Literature, during this period of its
life, was influenced ^oy patronage. In forming conclus-
ions, based upon the facts of literary history'', an en-
deavor will be made to answer briefly/ the following ques-
tions;
Has Patronage of ICngliah Literature been an
advantage or a disadvantage?
What writers and writings of worth has it
brought to light?
How has it modified and been modified by the
great historical and literary movements of
the times?
How and in what directions has Literary Pat-
ronage developed in England since its begin-
nings?
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THESIS PROPER:
I. KING'S POETS.
"
The early expression of the thought of ancient
peoples in song and verse has invariably been accompan-
ied by court recognition of the poet's art. Kings of old
delighted to ornament their courts with men who had the
wit (if not art) to celebrate the monarch's victories
in return for his favor. In England, the Anglo-Saxon
Scop is probably the earliest representative of the poet's
art, and because of the relation of mutual service ex-
isting between him and the king, he may be called the
first forerunner of England's later Poets Laureate. In
as early a work as "Beowalf" we find references to such
members of the king's court:
1
"Oft minstrels sang blithe in Heorot."
And again:
"Then song and music mingled sounds
in the presence of He-lfdene's head-of-armies,
and harping was heard with the hero-lp.y
as Hrothga.r's singer the hall-ioy woke
along the mead-seats, making his song 3
of that sudden raid on the sons of Finn."
In the latter lines, it will be recalled, Hrothgar'a scop
takes up the tale of the Finn sage to entertain the visit-
ing Beowulf,
The Gleeman, a somewhat later and more nondescript
person than the Scop, had no official status, but wandered
1. Harvard Classics, Vol. 49, p. 19, 1.24.
3. Ibid., p. 35, 11.14-30
II
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about the country singing at man^r courts, "but attached
to none. He is referred to toy one historian as keeping
1
alive the custom of court poet,
English histories say of the good Raxon king
Alfred, called "Alfred the Great", that he "patronized
learning." His patronage consisted in much more than the
adornment of his court toy a rhyming musician. He gave
such an impetus to the intellectual life of his country
that he made a permanent and important contritoution to the
language and literature of the nation. Weseex became a
new center of learning, from, which the ki:\g revived the
native language, increased the number of monastery schools
maintained and perfected the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, and
encouraged translations of classical literature. In these
pursuits he secured the aid of foreigr schole-rs, the most
important of whom was Aeser, a Welsh cleric, who wrote a
long toiography of the king,- our toest authority concerning
Z
Alfred's personality.
During the reign of William the Conqueror, and
frorr; his time for\yard, a Mens tr el was an important mem.ber
of every English court. Tradition has said that Willisjn's
own minstrel struck the first blow in the Battle of Hastin
1. Broadus, E.K. Poets Laureate in England, p.
3
3. Pyre & Young, Handbook of Eng. Lit., p.
9
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1
and was there^apon made a court official. He clearly be-
came the first of a long line of such officers in the
retinues of England's early monarchs. with the reign of
Henry II (1154-1189) the court became the center of lit-
erary activity. Arthurian legend now appeared, revolv-
ing around the court as the source of its appreciation and
reward. The troubadour was one of the strongest influ-
ences at court. Thus did the roya,l seal of approval mould
public opinion in favor of the poet's art, and grant to
the poet himself opportunity for developing that art.
Although Richard I is said to have appointed a
Royal Poet, it is not until the time of Henry III, who
reigned from 1216 to 1273, that we find mention of a real-
ly permanent and definitely commissioned official iv. the
court, called the "Versifioator Regis." The first man to
hold this office was Henri d'Avranches, who celebr8.ted in
Latin verse the achievements of his king. As payment, he
was given a lifetime grant of wine and mone3'', but his ap-
pointm.ent was the signal for much ridicule at his expense,
as such appointments h?.ve been ever since.
II. COURT PATRONAGE OF El^^GLISH LANGUAGE.
One of the most important factors in the develop-
ment of the literature of England was the Court patronage
l.Broadus, E.K. Poets Laureate of England, p. 11
f
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of the English language. Edward III, in 1363, gave official
recognition of English as the language of the Court, of
Parliament, and of the Courts of Law. Results were immed-
iate and pronounced. Besides a rapid enriching of the En-
glish vocabulary and a marked increase in general intel-
lectual interested, Wycliffe's translation of a portion
of the Bible into English marked, in itself, an epoch in
the evolution of England's intellectual life. Now that roy-
al approval had been placed upon the language, there was
freedom and inspiration for all literar^r artists. English
literature began now to take positive form and to assume
an importance quite remarkable in the rapidity of its as-
cension.
Ill, TRADITIONAL LAUREATES.
With the reign of Edward III, contact between the
Court and literary men became much more pronounced. This
had a growing effect upon both the court atmosphere and
the writings produced. It may seem to many that the art-
ists in literature, those whose namies have come down to us
as men of genius, should have superior to a connection
that savored so strongly of conmercialism.. Art, they will
say, cannot be produced by royal edict nor by limits of
time or place. It may be surprising, therefore, to find
the names of some of the truly great,- Chaucer, Spenser,
r
(13)
Jonson, and even Wordsworth and Tennyson, among those
who accepted patrona£,e in their \vork. Perhaps a stig-
ma has attached itself to the word patronage that should
be removed in fairness to these men and others of like
sincerity. Theirs was not the revolting servility that
we fir-d in the da3''8 of Stratonice, Queen of Peleucue,
who had not one hair on her head, but paid six hundred
pounds to the poet who sang of her that "her hair had
1
the tincture of the marigold." Servility there was at
times, even among English writers, but we find it grad-
ually disappearing with the growth of true art, which need-
ed the sunshine of prosperity and favor for its full de-
velopment.
In surveying the history of Court influence upon
English writers, scholars have agreed in grouping those
who lived before the tim.e of Ben Jonson under the general
title. Traditional Laureates. Walter Hamilton, in his min-
ute study of the subject, refers to them as Volunteer Laur-
3
eates, a rather happy expression. It may be of interest
to give here a brief table, compiled from, several auth-
orities, of those writers receiving distinct court patron-
age, with explanatory data,
1. Ryan, Richard- "Poetry and Poets", Vol. II, p, 158
3. Hamilton, Walter- "Poets Laureate of England", Vol.II,pl73
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An examination of the foregoing table and^of
the l3iographie3 of those whose names axjpear therein will
disclose certain pertinent facts whiah should be here not-
ed. Briefly, they are:-
1. The office of Poet Laureate has not been filled
continuously. With the ebb and flow of literary inter-
est, and with the changing of court personnel, there has
naturally been but intermittent recognition of literary
merit.
3. Authorities differ as to the length of serv-
ice of many of these poets, and as to the exact time of
their appointments. Therefore, the claims of some of them
to the position rest upon very slender foundations.
3. With the exception of Nahurc Tate, a native of
Dublin, all of the Poets Laureate were born in England,
4. Tenn3''son has the longest record of service
in the office.
5. There are three candidates for the distinction
of the shortest term of office,- Bernard, Shadwell, and
Ro've, each of whom served for three years.
6. The most youthfixl Laureate was Laurence Eua-
den, appointed at thirty years of age; the most elderly
was Wordsworth, appointed at sevent^r-three.
7. The Universities of Cambridge and Oxford
have each furnished one of England's Laureates,
r
(16)
3, Robert Southey served under four monarohs:
George III, George IV, William IV, and Victoria.
9, Only Wordsworth and Tennyson devoted them-
selves exclusively to poetry. All of the others were
interested in their vocations, other than official
laureateship. The list as given above includes nine
pla^nvrights, two clergymen, one police magistrate, one
journalist and publisher, and one physician.
10« Wordsworth was the only one who never wrote
an ode in his official capacity.
lloDuring the Corriwonwealth the office was in
abeyance.
All of these facts, and some of them especially,
suggest a whole vista of study and exploration. Some
of them indicate, if one reads between the lines, the
steady progress of literary life and the presence of
genius here and there. Perhaps no statement among them
is more significant and full of meaning than the final
one,- Dijiring the Commonwealth the office was in abeyance.
Of course it wa,8 in abeyance, ^e have only to read the
annals of England during the Commonwealth to find the
suppression and oppression of poetical activity, the
curbing of the imagination, the very fear of beauty
itself. One might stop long over this simply stated
fact
.
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Traditional or "volunteer" laureateship began
with Geoffrey Chaucer, the Father of English Poetry.
This fact in itself is significant. To be sure, rec-
ords of his official literary status are indefinite
and vague. His connection with the Court was chiefly
political, but it is certain that his literary work
had to depend largely, by neceGSity and circumstances,
upon the patronage of others. However, since Latin
rather than English verse charmed the ears of royalty
in his day, his styling of himself as "poet laureate"
may have signified merely a wish to be thought eminent
in poetic art. Lydgate, a later Laureate, may have meant
only that Chaucer was worthy of such distinction in his
lines about the great Middle English poet:
1
"And eke my maister Cha,ucer now is grave-
That noble Rhetore, poet of Britaine,
That worthy was the laurel to have
Of poetry and the palme attaine.
"
In connection with Chaucer's career, it is int-
eresting to note that there arose a patronage aside
from that of the Crown. John of Gaunt, Chaucer's friend
for many years, acted also as his patron, without whose
aid the poet could not hnve pursued his literary work.
He was given a gr?vnt of wine and money by Edward III,
and by hie ode on the marriage of the succeeding king,
became also the favorite of Richard II. Receiving, then,
1. Grave: buried.
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pensions from both John of Gaunt and the king, he lived
in comparative ease with leisure for writing, but his
fortunes varied with politics. During the reign of
Henry IV, he was neglected, and it was then that he wrote
his famous Complaint to An Empty Purse, which is here
quoted because of its import?-nce as the first recorded
bit of literature making a direct appeal for patronage-:
"To you, my purse, and to none other wight
Compleyne I, for ye be my lady derel
I am so sory, now that ye be light;
For certes, but ye make me hevy chere.
Me were as leef be leyd upon my bere;
For whiche unto your mercy thus I crye:
Beth hevy ageyn, or elles mot I dye.
Now vouceth sauf this day, or hit be night.
That I of you the blisful soun may here.
Or see your colour lyk the sonne bright.
That of yelownesse had never pere.
Ye be my lyf, ye be myn hertes stere,
Quene of comfort and of good company e:
Beth hevy ageyn, or elles mot I dye
I
Now purs, that be to me my lyves light.
And saveour, aa down in this world here.
Out of this toune help me through your might.
Sin that ye wole not been my treasorere;
But yi t I pray unto your courtesye:
Beth hevy ageyn, or -^lles mot I dye."
The poem had the desired effect, for Chaucer at
once received the king's promise of a pension. Hie Cant'
erbury Tales, in fact all of his most important works,
were written during the period of his largest receipts of
pension. But the poet again fell into disfavor, perhaps
because of his attachment to the doctrines of Wycliffe,
and had to flee from England. On his return to London,
r
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where he spent hifl last days, he wrote hig final poem,
THE POET'S LAST ADVICE, which reveals hie own conclusions
as to the whole question of the connection between the
poet and the Crown:
1
"Be thy wishes to thy State allied,
Think not of bending all things to thy will,
Nor vainly hope that fortune shall befriend;
Inconstant she."
Sir John Gower was closely associated with
Chaucer and is said to have assumed the title of laureate
at the latter* 3 death. This is uncertain, but Gower's
monument in St. Mary Overy Church is today crowned with
ivy and roses. History records that many poets of this
day coveted royal recognition, A later Laureate, Skelton,
writes of Chaucer, Gower, and Lydgate: "They wanted noth-
ing but the laurell." Gower* s desire for favor extended
beyond the court, for he wrote in three languages, in
order that he might offend no one. Richard II, we are
3
told, called Gower to him, and bade him "book some new
thing in the way you are used, into which book I myself
may often look." The result was Gower' s COi^FESSIO
AMANTIS.
With the accession of John Kaye to royal favor,
we first find the title Poet Laureate in print. This
1. Ryan, Richard, "Poetry and Poets", p. 156
3. Wright, J.C,"The Poets Laureate", p. 10
I
(20)
poet dedioatsd his SIEGE OF RHODES to his king, Edward
IV, sterling himself, "his humble poet laureate? The
work, a prose English translation of a Latin History,
bore the dedication, "To the r.ost excellente, r.ost re-
doubted and most crysten king. King Edward the Fourth,
John Kaye his humble poet laureate and most lowley serv-
ant, kneyling unto the ground, sayth salute." Gower's
claim to the office rests solely upon this statement of
his own.
The royal choice next fell upon John Lydgate,
who was more definitely a court poet tha,n was Gower at
any time. Broadus says that "he came as near to being
a professional poet with a court commission as was oos-
1
sible in those times." On being engaged to write verses
for a pageant in honor of the entry of Queen Margaret
into London, in 1445, he determined to gain favor at
court by a supreme literary ^^rfort, and was successful.
It is an ironic fact that his name is found on the trad-
itional list much less often than is John Gower' s, simp-
ly because his work is so much more thoroughly forgotten.
He was commissioned with a pension by both Henry V and
Henry VI.
In 1486 Andrew Bernard, a blind monk who was a
native of Toulouse, became Court Poet and Historiographer
1. Broadus, E.K, "Poets Laureate of England. "Vol. I, p. 19
I
(31)
Royal.. He had been Peroeptor in Grammar to Prince Arthur,
son of Henry VII,. Although he wrote all of his courtly
effusions in the classical tongiae, he gained great favor
at the English Court and received a salary of ten marks,
the largest pension the office had ever received. It
will be clearly seen at this point in the history of lit-
erary events that the court poet was expected to write
not only at the will of his monarch, but in praise of
him. Andrew Bernard performed these duties faithfully
and his writings while at court include:
(a) An address to King Henry VIII, for the Most
Auspicious Beginning of the Tenth Ye--^>.r of
His Reign.
((6) An Epithalamium on the Marriag;e of Fr-^TCis,
Dauphin of France, with the King's Daughter,
(o) A New Year's Gift for the year 1515.
The title of Poet Laureate was mentioned by Henry fox
Bernard, but we have no record that it was ever conferred.
His terra was a short one, his preference leading to an
abandonment of court life for offices in the Church.
Most famous of the laureates prior to Ben Jonson
was John Skelton. No official document exists showing
that he served in this capacity, but episodes in his car-
eer and in his writings show that he efficiently performed
the Laureate's duties. He describes himself repeatedly
as poet laureate and as regius orator, showing that he was
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University Laureate as well as Royal, In 1500 Erasmus
described him, in his dedication of the Ode De Laudibus
Britannia, as "a light and ornament of British Literature."
His volubility of language, audacity of satire, and his
originality of manner had pronounced and widespread in-
fluence on the thought and writings of his time. There
can be little doubt that his scourging of the vice, in-
dolence, and sui^erstition of the clergy, to which class
he belonged, hastened the Reformation in England. In-
deed, one authority goes so far as to mention him among
1
the immediate causes of that great movement. The earl-
iest of his compositions for the court was an English
poem with Latin refrain on the death of Edward IV. During
the latter days of the reigri of Henry VII, and during
much of the reign of his son, Skelton's pen was constant-
ly at the service of his patrons. He delighted to refer
to himself in his Latin poems as Poeta Pkelton Laureatus,
and it is certeiin that he was a great favorite at Court.
But his repeated and violent attacks upon the clergy re-
sulted in a serious quarrel with Cardinal Wolsey. After
many harsh words, the poet, in verses which he entitled,
WHY COME YE NOT TO COURT?, made Wolsey the target for his
raillery, thus:
"God save his noble grace.
And grant him a place
1. Gray, W.Forbes- THE POETS LARUEA'^E OF ENGLAND, p. 11
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Endless to dwell
With the devil in hell'
For I undertake
He would so brag and orack
That he would then make
The devil to quake."
For this impertinence, Wolaey threw the poet into prison,
and his glory quickly.'- faded. He is best remembered in
connection with the laureateship by a poem entitled GAR*
LANDS OF LAUR'HILL, too long for quoting here, but ex^jr ea-
sing interesting opinions on preceding aspirants, success-
ful and unsuccessful, for the Crown. It is virtually a
vision of the Palace of Fame.
The importance of the Renaissance has not been
noted here, but it is worth more than passing notice to
discover that had it not been for the well-develcped hab-
it of court patronage of learning, some of the greatest
masterpieces of world literature would either have es-
caped us entirely or for generations. Translators and
other scholars commissioned in literary service during
this great movement could not have accomplished their
gigantic tasks independently. For the space of this one
period alone, if for no others, we owe a Issting debt for
what literary patronage was able to accomjlish.
The last recipient of the laurel at Oxford was
Robert Whittington, a great scholar, who won the Univ-
ersity honor in Grammar. There is no evidence of his
official appointment at court, but he wrote a great
r
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many poems to Henry VIII and to Cardinal Wolsey. His
length of service is unknown.
Richard Hamilton is included among the Volun-
teer Laureates. While Master of Children in the Chapel
Royal, he became the author of many poems and interludes.
For Queen ^Jlizabeth' s entertainment at Oxford, he composed
a drama, Palamon and Arcite, which won short fame but is
not in existence today. His brief favor at court is his
chief claim to modern attention.
With Edmund Spenser, the dynasty of poet kings
begins. His appointment cannot be proved, but Southey,
in his Lay of the Laureate, sa3''s:
"That wreathe which in Eliza's golden days
My master, dear, divinest Spenser wore"...
And Spenser himself, says in one of his sonnets:
"The laur el-leaf e which you (the fair Eli7,abeth}
this da.j do wear,
Gives me great hope of your relenting mind;
For since it is the badge that I do bear,
Ye, bearing it, do seem to me inclined."
A multitude of Elizabethan poets sought preferment
by addressing eulogies to their Sovereign, and Spenser
was among them. It is kno^-m that he received a grant of
fifty pounds a year, much to the chagrin of the Lord Treas-
urer, who, on hearing of Elizabeth* s intention, cried,
"What! All this for a rhyme?" To which the Queen replied
I
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haughtily, "Then give him what is reason." The Treasurer,
however, deferred the payment p.s long as possible, and
the poet, after long waiting, finally addressed the fol-
1
lowing lines to the Queen:
"I was promised on a time
To have reason for my rhyme;
But from that time until this season
I have had nor rhyme nor reason."
The pansion was then received. From the day when, with
Raleigh, he laid his soi.gs before Elizabeth, Spenser was
persona grata at court. At times he was disappointed with
his queen's appreciation of his ^rt, and in a moody fit
wrote COLIN CLOUT'S COME HOME AGAIN. This first gained
him Elizabeth! s pronounced favor. But although the poet,
probably through necessity, constantly received support
for his work, he was a true artist in mind and soul, and
hated the servility and fawnirg which attended sucn de-
pendence. In his MOTHER HUBBARD'S t'ALE, he exf>r esses these
sentiments strongly:
"So pitiful a thing is suitor's state*.
Full little knowest thou that ha.st not tried
What hell it is in suing long to bide:
To lose good days that might be better spent;
To waste long nights in pensive discontent;
To speed todFiy, to be put back tomorrow;
To feed on hope, to pine with fear and sorrow;
To have thy prince's grace, yet want her peers;
To have thy asking, yet wait many 3rears;
To fret thy soul with crosses and with cares;
To eat thy heart through comfortless despairs;
To faun, to crouch, to wait, to ride, to run.
To spend, to give, to want, to be undone."
1. Oray, W.Forbes, "Poets Laureates of England", p. 15
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Spenser later said that these lines were written in the
T%vr conceit of his youth. He really owed much to royal
favor, and was sensible of this debt. In gratitude to
Elizabeth, he raised to her an enduring literary monument
in his Faerie Queene, which he dedicated, "To the m.oet
high, mighty, and magnificent Empress."
On Spenser* 3 death, Samuel Daniel succeeded to the
Laureateship. He, too, had the ti^ie poet's instinct for
freedom, and his heart was not in the Masques that he
wrote for King James. He felt deeply the contra-st between
James* rule and the glorious days of Elizabeth. He set
himself to the task of entertaining the Court with but
half a heart, and consequently his Masques were solemn and
dull. He wa3 a poet, not an entertainer. His sonnets have
made him live, but these he did not write for the public.
They were sacredly his own, and he intended them to be
consecrated to silence. Grea,t was his indignation, then,
when he discovered that friends had sent them t the pub-
lisher, for he was extremely sensitive, "^'hen Jonso n was
made Court Poet, Daniel retired to his farm, and lived in
retirement until his death.
From this time, as indicated in the tabulation
above, the laureates received "letters patent", and thus
it comes about that Ben Jonson is the first cf those
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generally designated as laureates, since his were the
first of these letters patent to >3e granted, in 1616.
James I, himself an author, was not slow to recognize
literary merit, and on the publication of Jonson's works
in that year, made him Court Poet, with a salary of one
hundred pounds a year for life. Jonson's former success
in writing: the Masques and harriers so popular in Elizabeth*
time established his reputation at court. But he was so
improvident that he could not live on the salary allowed
him, and during the reign of Charles I, he showed himself
not above petitioning for an increa-se of income, which
he did, in the following lines:
"The hurrble petition of poor Ben
To the best of monarchs, masters, men.
Doth humbly show it
To your Majesty, your poe^t:
That whereas your royal father,
James the blessed, pleased the rather
Of his special grace to letters
To make all the Muses debtors
To his bounty, by extension
Of a free, poetic pension,
A large hundred marks annuity
To be given me in gratuity.
Please, your Majesty, to make
Of your grace, for goodness' sake.
These your father's marks j'-our pounds."
His request was granted, and Jonson continued to be a
more and more important figure at Court. Although the pro-
posed m.onument was never erected to him in Westminster, Sir
John Young has built a lasting monument to him in hie
famous line, "0 rare Ben Jonsonl" Jonson acknowledged not
cc
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only the patronage of the Court, but that alec of a great
teacher, Ciimden, to whom he dedicated EVKRY MAM IN HIS
HUMOUR. Although after his prison days, the poet was
for a time reduced almost to want, he never stooped to
the small artifices by which inferior writers of his day
gained applause. He looked on the poet's mission as some-
thing high and holy, and has taught us that we should see
poetry:
"Crowned with the rich traditions of a soul
That hates to have her dignity profaned
With any relish of an earthly thought."
Jonson's sincerity is proved by nothing so much as by his
refusal to be knighted when King James wished to bestow
that honor upon him.
Even Ben Jcnson, however, in spite of his letters
patent, w-^tS not, strictly speaking an official laureate,
nor was William Davenant, who followed him. The latter won
great favor with Elizabeth, and wrote under her patronage.
During the Commonwealth, of course, he was unable to re-
ceive any help, but at the time of the Restoration he made
an unsuccessful attempt to assume the laureateship.
Before beginning a discussion of the official
la,ureate8, it is well to make recognition of the develop
ment of literary patronage to the timie of the Pestoration
. along other lines, not hitherto mentioned in this
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discussion. The influence of Queen Elizabeth has
been hinted at, and is worthy of a distinct and sep-
arate study in itself. The early Hunanista were a
potent factor in the progress of learning. The pat-
ronage in the field of drama alone is an interesting
study, passing as it did after the sixteenth century
from the control of the Court and s chools to that of
great nobles, under whom professional dramatic comp-
anies began to give performances. The increasing
number of private patrons of literature from this time
forward is remarkable. The Earl of Southampton, an
illustrious example, gave grea,t sums in his day to
struggling writers. A story is told that <^penser, after
finishing the Faerie Queene, took it to the Earl for
his approbation. While reading it. The Earl ordered
twenty pounds to be paid to the poet. He read on, and
ordered that twenty pounds more be paid; then, still
reading, twenty more. Before finishing the poem, he
ordered Spenser turned out of the house, lest he himself
1
be ruined. Probably no greater thing in the realm of
patronage has ever been done than the translation of
the King James (Authorized) Version of the Bible, an
epoch-m:aking event worthy of another sep-arate study.
It is clear, then, that the story of the laureateship,
1. Ryan, Richard, "Poetry a nd Poets
.
p. 306
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important as it is in this connection, is not the entire
story of literary patronage. A study of contemporary men
and events must go side by side with the study of the
wearing of the laurel crown.
IV. OFFICIAL POETP LAUREATE. (To Close of 18th Century)
We come now to the strictl^r official laureateship,
which began with the reign of Charles II who, in 16^0,
appointed John Dryden to the office. This poet, who was
appointed also as Historiographer, received about three
hundred pounds per year, a significant fact in its rev-
elation of the increasing import^^mce attached to the of-
fice. This may have arisen partly from Chalres' great
love of pomp and circumstance, but its effect upon popu-
lar sentiment was none the less real. Dryden was thr most
worthy and influential of all who wore the laurel, after
Jonson, until the close of the eighteenth century, for
his court writings were far more than mere personal trib-
utes to his kings; they interpreted political events to
the English people. True, since this interpretation was
at the king's command, it was for the most part the king's
own interpretation, not necessarily that of Dryden. In-
deed, the poet's sincerity has often been in question
since he followed a glowing eulogy of Cromwell by an equal-
ly adrent song in praise of Charles II, and immediately
upon the accession of Jam.es II changed from a Protestant
C
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to a Catholic. The interpretation which Charles II, through
his Poet Laureate, gave to political events was expressed
in two, especially, of Pryden's poems: Absalom and Achit-
ophel, e.nd The Medal,- the former revealing, with comments,
the bitter intrigues at the close of the reign of Charles
II by which the Duke of Monmouth endeavored to keep the
Duke of York from the throne; the latter being a satire
against sedition, devoted exclusively to Shaftsbury. The
poems of Dryden most typical of the laureate function
were: Threnodia Augustalia, a funeral-Pindaric poem on the
death of Charles II, and Brittannia Rediviva, a poem on
the birth of the Prince. The Revolution naturally deprived
the great satirist of his office, and left him dependent
upon the efforts of his pen, but he enjoyed, without ques-
tion, the literary leadership of his time.
After Dryden lost the laureateship, Thom.as ?had-
well was appointed. He probably won his appointment by
his fierce contest with Dryden over political affairs, in
which he accused Dryden of being hired to "lie and libel
1
for the Tories," His reputation as a dram.atist might,
however, have warranted his appointment. The obligations
of the office were not at this time clearly defined. Mo
regular odes were required, apparently, since during Shad-
well's four years in office, he wrote only one Birthday
1. Broadus, E.K. "Poets Laureate in England", p. 75
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Ode for the King, in 1689, and one New year's Ode, in
1693. But Shadwell was a politician rather than a poet,
and hie honors, past and present, were not won through
literary genius. It is of interest to note that with his
death the laureateship became separated from the office
of Historiographer.
A distince decline in the office began with the
tenure of Mahum Tate, Shadwell' s successor, the laureate
now being appointed, not by the King, but by the Lord
Chamberlain. The poetical record of Tate is very poor
indeed. Scott charitably described him as "one of those
second rate bards who, by dint of pleonasm and expletive,
can find smooth lines if anyone will supr^ly them with
1
ideas." His appointment, therefore, was most unfortun-
ate, and ^vhile possibly made by the Whigs in a moment of
despair, continued him in office for twenty-three years.
In spite of his pension he became bankrupt, hid in the
sanctuary of the Mint and was dismissed when George I came
to the throne.
The appointment of Nicholas Rowe in 1715 ushered
in a short and unimportant tenure of office. His classical
attainments, however, so attracted the clever and learned
that he was a considerable literary figure in his day. His
1. Gray, W.Forbes, "Poets Laureate of Engle.nd", p. Ill
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poetry never really lived, so it cannot toe said to have
died, and in our day he is little more than a shadow.
It will already be observed that the eighteenth
century laureates compose an unlucky list. Perhaps none
of them has fared worse with posterity than has the Rev.
Laurence Eusden. A contemporar:; describes him as:
"Eusden, a laurel 'd Bard, by Fortune raised, 1
Fho has by few been read, by fewer praised."
In his writings Eusden concerned himself with events of
national importance, his official odes being numerous,
and many of them so absurd as to be absolutely ludicrous.
During his tenure, the fortunes of the laureateehip
reached their lowest ebb, due to the fact that he was
despicable, both as man and as poet. After such a regime,
it ms not an e«,sy task to raise the office to a higher
plane, nor did anyone appear for a time who was capable
of doing so.
One would have supposed that the laureateship, left
as Eusden left it, would have been shunned. But as soon
as his death occurred, a host pf penniless and ambitious
bards appeared, eager for the chaplet. They were a motley
group. It is a bit surprising that Pope him.self was among
them. His politics and religion, however, prevented his
appointment. He deserves mention here as one of the lit-
1. Cook, Thomas, "The Battle of the Poets", Canto 11,11.3-4
c
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erary lights who duri^.g this period became themselves
the patrons of poor, struggling writers, the latter
seeking often to gain the public ear by commendation of
some recognized poet. Pope was the objext of many such
attempts. It is said that, knowing of his generous pat-
ronage, a needy poet once sent lines to him, ending with:
1
"The worst I seriously would hope
Is just to read the words, A.Pope,
Writ without sneer, or show of banter,
Beneath your friendly imprimantur .
"
Pope returned the poem with subsription money for two cop-
ies, and the lines:
"May these put money in your purse.
For I assure you, I've read worse."
To return to the appointment of Eusden' s successor,-
it fell upon Colley Cibbdr. He had caught the public taste
in drama, poor thought it was, and had achieved some success
as a playwright, therefore his appointment to the laureate-
ship, a most unfortunate event. His official odes could
hardly have been worse, and he produced, as had now beconie
a requirem-ent, two such odes each year, one at New year's
and one for the King's Birthday. But since the office
had now degenerated into a m.ere perquisite of a political
party, he was perhaps not altogether to blam.e for his fail-
ure. With him, the writing of odes was m^erely a mechanical
exercise, to be got through as easily as possible. He was
probably superior to Eusden, as he was not remiss in dis-
1. Ryan, Richard, "Poetry and Poets", p. 305
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charging the duties of his office, but it was not a red-
letter day in the annals of English Poetry when Colley
Gibber was added to the roll of crowned poets.
Since Dryden' s removal, then, the office of
Laureate had been so degraded that not one of its incum-
bents had deserved a place ajr.ong even second rank poets, nor
did one of them in any way contribute to the enrichment of
English poetry. On Gibber's death, when the Duke of Devon-
shire, as Lord Chamberlain, was called upon to tname a succes-
sor, he felt that something should be done to rehabilitate
the office in the eyes of poetry lovers. He offered the
position to Thcmas Gray, suggesting that he should be free
from the necessity of producing the two odes each ^/-ear. Gray
declined, and the conditions of the laureateship were rig-
orously reimposed when William Whitehead was appointed. He
took Pope as hie model when the influence of the Artificial
School of English Poetry was waring, and he received warm
praise from the Critical School for so doing. It is clear
that he marked a distinct advance over Gibber, and yet that
he did not justify the hopes of the Lord Chamberlain is
evident in the following mock epitaph written at this death:
"Beneath this stone a Poet Laureate lies.
Nor great, nor good, nor foolish, nor yet wise;
Fot meanly humble, nor yet swelled with pride,
-
He simply lived, and just as simply died:
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Each year hie Muae produced a Birth Day Ode,
Composed with flattery in the usual mode;
For this, and but for this, to Geor^^e's praise.
The Bard was pensioned, and received the Bays." 1
On the death of whitehead, in 1785, great competition
arose for his vacant place. A great deal of conventional
satire was employed in the arguments used tiy the various
candidates to prove their respective worth, and many offered
samples of their verse for examination. Many of these verses
were in the form of mock odes, the idea probably originating
in Whitehead's own fable, "The Goat's Beard", written in
1777, which had in the same year provoked a reply in the
anonym.ous poem, "The Asses' Ears." Its idea was that Jove
assembled all the animals and said that he would name one
of their number as Poet Laureate, and would decorate him
with spacious ears to mark his critic mind. The m.onkey, fox,
dog, and bear present themselves in turn, each arguing with
great ability for the place. Dr. Johnson, as the bear, al-
most won the prize, but Jove finally passed upon him this
3
sentence:
" Though for your voyage the envied meed
Might to your brows have been decreed.
And 7' ell your tracts of politics
Might on youx head the trophy fix.
Yet as some things which once 3''0u writ
Are stigmatized with sense and wit.
We deem you for the prize unfit."
The Ass was the last to appear as a candidate. He was at
once given the prize, -i.e., the appointment, after having
1. Gray, W.Forbes, "Poets Laureate of England", p. 184
3. Modern Lang. Notes, -Feb , 1930, Vol.35, pp. 81-84
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pleaded in these terms:
"Have I, on any one pretence.
Been known to deviate into sense?
Who then is versed like me to cheer
With tranquil sounds Jove's quiet ear,
And lull to rest the high abodes
With New-Year songs and Birth-Day odes."
Whitehead was succeeded by Thomas War ton, in whom
the laureateship took another upward step. He was especial-
ly identified with the profession of letters. Here, for
the first time, was a laureate whom no nobleran, influential
at court, had numbered among his favorites or dependants,
and who had not sought to curry favor '^j panegyrics to men
in high places. He it was who wrote the best of the odes
in candidacy for the office after the death of Whitehead.
The last of the eighteenth century laureates was
Henry Jair.es Pye, appointed in 1790, and said by ma^ny to be
intolerable as a writer. The ironic results of his grotesque
attempts at the annual odes was that the laureates were no
longer required to write the New Yearns and Birthday odes
regularly. After he had, for twenty-two years, with a pain-
ful regularity, inflicted odes on George III, that monarch,
in self-defense, put an end to the custom. Pye is generally
conceded to be the worst of all the laureates. His very ap-
pointment was the signal for the withdrawal of the last vest-
ige of literary respect for the office. He placed the laureat
ship at zero.
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With the death of Pye, a long and inglorious chap-
ter in the history of the laureateship was closed. But a
crisis had "been reached. Either the office would be abolished,
of future laureates would be men capable of investing it
with liters-ry respectability.
CONCLUSION:
Our special study ends with the death of Pye, but
in order to pass fair judgment upon any historical movement
at any given stage, one must look into both its past and fut-
ure. A glance at the nineteenth century will reveal the of-
fice of Poet Laureate taking on nS'V lustre through the char"-
acter and personal distinction of Southey, Wordsworth, his
successor, holds a unique position among the honored poets,
stipulating that no formal effusions from him should be nec-
essary, whereupon the office became purely an honor, a worthy
recognition of commanding poetica.l genius. In Tennyson, Eng-
land had the ideal Luareate, investing the office with nat-
ional interest and iitiportance, and conferring u>->on it far
more honor than it could possibly confer upon him. He gave
utterance to England's aspirations, and inspired her to great-
er achievements.
The present incumbent has an unusual opportunity in
the very age into which he was born. Robert Bridges is not
an extremist. He has not attempted at any time to startle
his readers, at home or abroad, with the dashes of radicalism
r
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that might have been expected from a licensed pen in this
age of license. During the !?orld War he performed a truly
great service by the dignity and sanity of his views. His
voice is ever that of England at her best.
To summarize in any comprehensive way the history
of patronage in English Literature from its beginnings to
the close of the eighteenth century would mean a review of
the important stages in its development, an emphasis upon
the significance of this development, and the making of certa
deductions as to reciprocal relations, through the centur*-
ies, betwsen English life and literature.
Reviewing, first, the important stages in the growth
of literary patronage in England, we begin with noting the
King's Poets. These were early found, in a crude way, in
the Anglo-Saxon Scop, in the later gleeraan dnd minstrel, and,
when the English Court became the center of literary activ-
ity, in the Royal Poet and Versificator Regis. Court patron-
age of the English language, and Wyoliffe's translation of
the Bible marked vital growth in literary life and showed
the effects of patronage upon the amount and character of
literary productions. We pass, then, to the traditional, or
volunteer poets laureate, among whom we fi^d three great
names: Chaucer, Ppenser, and Ben Jonson. The "Volunteer"
period was one in which hundreds of ambitious writers sought
royal and national favor by verge of varying worth, a per-
I
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iod 'vhoee close «7as marked by the disappearance of the
laureateship with the fall of the monarchy. Official
laureateshiT) began with Dryden, but he ?'as followed by
a succession of such indifferent poets that the office fell
into actual disgrace, to be redeemed just in time by Southey
and Wordsworth, since whose time it has enjoyed merited
respect and homage.
Emphasizing, in the second place, the significance
of the foregoing stages in the development of patronage,
certain salient facts cannot fail to hold one's attention.
The almost unbroken continuity of the office of poet laur-
eate is, in itself, a historical fa.ct full of meaning, indi-
cating the constant national interest in learning and writing,
and the support lent to both. T'he blightirg effect, too, of
the fall of the monarchy, is very clear, and the consequent
decrease both in the number of poets and in the apparent in-
terest in verse. The nam.es of Shakespeare and Milton are
conspicuously absent from the list of the officially favored.
Finally, to make certain deductions from the facts
1
in the Ccise, we return to the questions previously stated.
Has patronage of English Literature been an ad-
vantage or a disadvantage?
What writers and writings of note has it brought
to light?
How has it modified and been modiffed by the great
historical and ?. iterary movements of the tim.es?
1. See Introduction, p.
8
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How and in what directions ha,B literary patronage
developed in England since its beginnings.
First, has patronage been an advantage or no? To
this query there can be only an affirmative reply. Servility
and insincerity have appeared, it is true, in every cent-
ury, but they were by-products merely. The might of public
opinion is unquestioned, and its power has perhaps never been
more truly felt than in the realm of literature. The impe-
tus and encouragement given to learning and letters by nat-
ional authorities and by other prominent individuals can
hardly be overestimated. Without assistance, as we have
seen, many gifted writers would have been unable to de-
vote time to their chosen work. And always, consciously or
otherwise, there was the standard of excellence, in subject,
in treatment, in style, to which the writer must conform
in order to obtain and keep the favor of the patron. Thus,
a constant stimulus was present, a wholesome competition
(perraissable even in art) was provided, and standards of
literary excellence were maintained.
In forming a judgment as to the writers and writ-
ings of note brought to light by means of patronage, it
must be borne in mind that records of such things could
never be wholly accurate. We are never sure how and
against what obstacles genius will assert itself, we must
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confess, too, that often, and particularly in the lat-
ter half of the eighteenth century, patronage forced
into public notice writers who would otherwise have re-
mained unknown, the x^ublic sufferirg no loss thereby'.
On the other hand, we cannot but recognize the invaluable
service to the world rendered in official patronage of
translatiions of the Bible, in the fostering of the Arthur-
ian legends, in royal patronage of learning during the
early days of the Renaissance, in court recognition of the
English language, in the establishing of political centers
at court, in the stimulus given to the drama in its early
years. And in the case of individual poets, it is reason-
ably certain that Chaucer, Spenser, and Dryden, at least,
among the truly great, profited by patronage to such an
extent that it is doubtful how much of their work would
otherwise have been produced. The relation between the
writing of the Faerie Queene and Ppenser's hope for favor
is r ell known to every student of literary history.
The way in which patronage in English Literature
has modified and been modified by the great historical
and literary movements of the times has already been sug-
gested here and there. Its influence u^on English life and
writings is clearly seen in such facts and situations as
the following:
f
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The uncertain career of the lilnglish Drama,
with it8 periods of favor and disfavor at the English
Court, and the consequent changes in its form and char-
acter.
The controlling of public opinion by means of
the "supervised pen" during such crises as the Common-
wealth regime and the Restoration period.
The low ebb of literary activity during the reign
of ignorant and unworthy monarchs, during which times
poetry alip.oet fell into ill repute through such undeserv-
edly favored men as Eusden, Cibber, and Pye.
Finally, we come to the question: How and in what
directions has literary patronage developed in England
since its beginnings? This can merely be suggested here.
The character of the Anglo-Raxon race has unquestionably
freed its literature from the stunting influences of abso-
lutism. In spite of nominal mete and bound, in spite of
occasional forced homage and servility, FREEDOM has been
the heart and soul of English poetry. With the gradual
growth in England of democracy in Church and State, liter-
ature has kept pace, and may be said to have escaped, as
nearly as any literature can, from the degrading influence
of patronage. For a literary work to be successful today,
it is not deemed necessary to have attached to it the name

(44)
of aa aristocrat, or a dedication teeming with servile
adulation. Authors now address themselves at once to
their audience, and that audience is, more often than
not, the ooramon people. Thus has developed a far loftier
rivalry between writers, a rivalry for ^eii-nierited
praise of werthy work.
The patron of English Literature has not been more
often ignorant and mistaken than has the writer. He has
as often been quite as keen and as influential, f?ide by
side they have labored for a true and beautiful expression
of what is best in English thought and life.
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